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MAINTAINING IDENTITY IN THE MIDST OF CHANGE
ho are You? What are you talking about? Who are YOU? Do you have some sort of identit;
problem? Who comes up with these themes anyway?
Maybe it's a serious inquiry with several different aspects, angles and possible answers.
Maybe it's just senseless yearbook babble. A cute theme.
Maybe it's a question we all ask ourselves at some point.
Regardless, it is a question that George Fox University asked itself throughout the 1996-97 school yeai
In its first year as a University, George Fox merged with Western Evangelica
Seminary, expanded onto Portland and Boise campuses, constructed a new residence dormitory
University Hall, and increased enrollment to over 2200, while attempting to remain the same Christian
community based institution which has been so appealing to students for over 100 years.
How do you build an identity? How do you maintain your identity in the midst of change? How do yoi
maintain integrity over image?
Maybe only time and experience show the true answers to these questions.
Maybe when you pick up this book many years down the road, you'll have discovered more about th
answers, more (or all) about your identity, more about maintenance.
And hopefully, George Fox University and the people you meet here will have been instrumental b
answering your own questions.
L'Ami is a journal, a record in picture and the written word, about one school year. About one year h






PLAYING PlCTlONARV IN KATHRYN
ECkTLUNP^S PACKYARP, TONl HORROCI^S,
AARON ELLlNG, AND KATHRYN LEE TRY




^ eaving home behind, new freshman students and transfers
FRlENPSHlPS set saii on a high adventure. Orientation weekend, full of
APRIL
ANSON, exciting activities and fresh faces, awaits them when they
A N P Y
HARPER, reach George Fox University.
ARTHUR New roommates ' nal1 mates and casual
acquaintances led to
hopeful friendships and personality analysis.A N P
KASYE
IC E 0W N "One could tell everyone was putting up their best front and
REJUVENATE
IN A GAAAE you wondered ifthose cool people across the hall, with the swell plastic
RO \/er
P
name tags, would turn out to be wonderful friends or schizo-chia pet
RED
ROVER
growers," said Arika Finlay.
MBARKING ON
NEW EXPERIENCES
Schedules were packed with a myriad of opportunities to get
to know people and the campus. O-session gave everyone a core group
of people to talk and play games with as well as an opportunity to go
on tours and participate in service projects. Choir auditions and Open
House on the Centennial Tower lawn gave an opportunity for people to
get involved. The weekend ended with a semiformal banquet including
dinner and a stand-up comedian. The weekend launched everyone off
















RAS FOR THE WW
RESIDENCE HALL, ENJOY
THE CAPTIVATING VIEW
PROVIDED PY THE THREE
SISTERS WILDERNESS
AREA ON THE mb RA
RESIDENT DIRECTOR TlAA COMMlNS AND HIS STAFF STEVE WHRLEY
JOSH HOWERY, KENNY GlLLETT, REPEKAH VIMER, AMPER BLISS, AND
J7\IAAE SCHAAID TAKE A PREAK FROM HIDING TO ENJOY THE SON AND
PEAOTY.
AMY REEVES, MARGO FOLK', JORY SMITH. SARAH XVERSEN, SEAN
CALVERT, SHANE SANDER, EILEEN MCCRElTH, TECH LEADER DON COSSELL,
RD KALERIE DOAKES, REpECCA ARMSTRONG, CAAAl HURT, AND ANNA
BROWN STAND ATOP A MOUNTAIN.
ay the God who gives endurance and encouragement give you a spirit of unity
among yourselves as you follow Christ Jesus."
The development of unity and teamwork were the goals of this years WalkAbout,
as well as the goals of the RA staff for the entire year. Walkabout is a time of challenge and adventure.
The experience was one of bonding, growing, stretching and maturing for the almost 50 people who
hiked, rock-climbed, repelled, summitted and roughed it in the Three Sisters' Wilderness Area.
RESIDENCE L IFF
WALKABOUT
The RA' s, who are split into four staffgroups according to living area, experienced nature and each other
first-hand. Community is at its best when a group is thrown together in a difficult environment such as
the woods, and many lessons about servanthood and interdependence are learned each day. Ava
Pinkerton said, "I really enjoyed the whole experience of being an RA. One thing that I didn't expect
was that I would appreciate the staff so much. They have encouraged and supported me."
During the year, RAs meet weekly with their living area staff and RD. They put in hours of hard work
and commitment to better the lives of the students they serve. Their teamwork as an RA staff helps to
support and inspire the community of George Fox University.
IP ELAINE SANDERS, AND HER STAFF JENNIFER BROKER, STEVE
KNAAIDT, JASON TWYMAN, AVA PlNKERTON, DAYNA PETERSON AND
WCHEL DUNCAN TAKE A PREAK IN THE WOODS PEFORE A DAY OF HIKING.
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JEFF SIMONS AND TIM CyOOPFELLOW
POLDLY GO WHERE NO STRAINER HAS
GONE PEFORE.
THE OASS REPRESENTATIVES POSE FOR
THE CAMERA |N THEIR MTCHlNG ATTIRE.
10
THE
CENTRAL ^ George F°x
'
s change from a college to a university, the ASC was
S^O^/VS





'^ the years to come. The Central Committee this year consisted of President
MUSCLE J
AFTER Scott Wade, Vice President Kelly Scrutton, Secretary Cary Wadlow, Treasurer Monte
REACHING
T H E Wilbur, Student Chaplain Jeff Simons, Activities Director Kyle Chowning, Christian
SUMMIT
OF THE Services Director Tim Goodfellow, Director of Communications Michael Slivkoff and
MOUNTAIN
WHILE ON Supreme Court Justice Rebecca Malmfeldt. Communication greatly increased this year with
WALKA30UT
the student community as the leadership staff designed a periodic newsletter. Town Hall
ESTABLISHING
TRADITION
meetings addressed several important issues to students such as the parking policy and tuition
increases. According to Laurie Robeson she thought that, "the ASC has more activities for
the students this year than in previous years." The Beach Bash on the bell tower lawn started
off the year well with record attendance. Movie Nights with "Twister," "Phenomenon," and
"That Thing You Do" were also popular with the students. The ASC also sponsored several
successful dances this year. The Disco Dance was in November, Holiday Hoedown in
December, Sock Hop in January and Spring Formal in April. Two all campus retreats were
held as well, one at Camp Bradley and the other at Camp Arrah Wannah. At the beginning
ofApril, ASC sponsored its first national Leadership Conference, featuring new GFU faculty
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eeping the studentbody informed and entertained while providing
useful hands-on experience for the staffs was the purpose of the
various branches of the ASC Communications Department.
Persisting through a mid-year change in the editorial staff, The Crescent
newspaper provided weekly to bi-monthly coverage of on-campus news and
features. Andrew Miller served as Editor-in-Chief during first semester and
Kelly Irish filled those duties second semester.
KFOX radio, AM 530 and FM 98.9, under the directio of Dan Foster,
broadcast selections of Christian music and feature shows while struggling with
issues of music format, antenna power and broadcast range.
ASCC
DEPARTMENT
L'Ami Yearbook, French for "The Friend," produced its 63rd volume, "Who
Are You?" with a staff of 7 under the watchful eyes of Editor-in-Chief David
Wood and Assistant Editor Corrie Chasteen.
Providing a valuable and continuous service for the Crescent and L'Ami was
the Darkroom staffunder the management ofAndrea Adamson. The Darkroom









AlMEE HOSSLER ANP MONTE
WILPER ENJOY A EVENING AT
DISNEYLANP WHILE |N PASAPENA
ON WINTER SERVE.
f4
ime is a precious commodity to any student. Sacrificing one's
relaxation, vacation, or sleeping time is a very difficult act to
accomplish. Student' s with large hearts and giving attitudes did,
however, find that the sacrifice of their time for the service of others was well
worth it.
Students traveled all over the West coast during the Winter and Spring
Serve trips. Whether giving out blankets on the streets of San Francisco or
building a home for a family in Tijuana, students were rewarded and thankful
that they gave their time.
"These trips will change your life socially, spiritually and mentally,"
commented Angela Box.
A large group of students traveled to Urbana in Chicago, Illinois, a
convention for students all over the United States who had an interest in
missionary work. The group listened to various speakers, made new friends
doing small group discussions, and toured Chicago.
Students took time out for fun, however. Students who ministered in
Pasadena spent an exciting day at Disneyland, a refreshing change from the
heavy work load they took upon themselves at the missions.
Students traveled to Arizona, Mexico, Idaho, Colorado, and
Washington. Ten students went to Arizona where they ministered to the inner-
city homeless and worked in soup kitchens. The twenty-eight who ventured to
Mexico helped build a house for a needy family. In Idaho, the fourteen students
worked with disadvantaged kids at the Christian Children's Ranch. The
Colorado serve trip worked with Habitat for Humanity by helping finish
building a home. Nine students stayed closer to home and traveled to
Toppenish, Washington where they held vacation Bible school and learned
about the Native American culture.
STUPENTS TAKE A TIME

















ONLOOKER ELISSA ANPEREGG SEANA RlZZUTO RELAXES YOUTH ATIA CASA CAFE ENERGETICALLY
SMILES AT KIPS JUMPING PORING A CONVERSATION AT SWARM AROUNP THE CANPY FALLING
ROPE PORING A CHILPREN^S LA CASA CAFE. FROM A PIRTHPAY PlNATA
MINISTRY.
ACtf0: i,;
o out today and preach the gospel, and if you must, use
words." These words of St. Francis of Assisi have been
exemplified through the work of the campus Christian
Ministries 1996-97. The message was demonstrated through local
outreaches that students participated in. The outreaches included: The
Little Bruin ministry - a big brother & big sister program, Hispanic
ministries - La Casa Cafe, Senior ministry at the Friendsview Manor,
and Portland urban ministeries - working in shelters and soup kitchens
CHRISTIAN
MINISTRIES
downtown. Other important campus activities were: the 24-hour
Famine in February, Ail-Night Prayer in March, or Over the Edge-a
Sunday night time of praise and worship. Jane Braun, serve trip
coordinator, stated that the purpose of all these activities was, "to expose
students to a wide range of opportunities so they can find their place in
ministry." It was obvious after this busy year that the campus Christian
Ministries of 1996-97 did a great job of carrying the Gospel to many



















he fall activities this year went way beyond our expectations,"
said Activity Director, Kyle Chowning.
This year, George Fox University kicked fall activities off
with a blazin' beach bash! Other activities that soon followed were a groovin'
70' s dance, on campus movie madness nights feauturing "Twister" and
"Phenomenon," spirited theatre games and jammin' coffee houses. It was
obvious to students on campus that University status could only make the
activities more entertaining.
For many students, the activities sparked an interest to stay on campus
during the weekend instead of retreating home. Cary Wadlow commented that
FALL
ACTIVITIES
students stayed around, "Cause activities involve lots of people and it's way
more fun than going home to nobody."
Andy Miller stated, "The reason I stay on campus during the weekends
is to work on my on going project to reanimate dead tissue. In my secret
laboratory (located in WoodMars ' s attic), I will strive to create a clone ofmyself
and then I will conquer the world! ! ! I also stay at Fox so I can do homework."
Regardless of the exact reasoning for students staying on campus they

































he longstanding tradition ofHomecoming continued as the
first in the history of George Fox University during the
week of February 10-15. Featuring the theme "Essence of
the Eras," the ASC and Alumni Association planned a week of activities
for current and previous students.
Beginning Monday, each day of the week featured a theme-dress up
day, varying from '50's to '80's to pajamas. Activities of the week




















chapel held in Miller Gymnasium.
During the chapel, a group of four "cheerleaders," Rachel Dressier,
Tenille Camarillo, Wade Neiwert and Jeff Bailey entertained and the
class reps set up a blind licorice "chew-off," featuring unwitting members
of the same sex. The men's and women's basketball teams were
introduced, and coaches and captains thanked the student body for their
support throughout the season.
























CONTlNOEP FROM PAGE Zl
riday night both teams defeated Willamette University, and the victory was
celebrated atEd' s Diner, aproduction ofASC featuring the vocal harmonies
of Ed Stevens' the Uncalled Four and the student group Rescue. Dean of
Students Shaun McNay sang "Mack the Knife," and after hours performed the Bill
Murray routine "Star Wars," as well as an impersonation of Yoda.
After a day of alumni activities on Saturday, the basketball teams hosted county rival
Linfield in the Homecoming games. The women won, but the men dropped a close
game.
At halftime, the 1997 Homecoming court was announced to the crowd, and King
Mike Smolko and Queen Casey Waits took their place presiding over the game.
Following the game, due to an ownership change and scheduling mix-up, the annual
student broom hockey games at Clackamas Town Center were cancelled.
Thanks to the hard work of the ASC class reps and many volunteers, the 1997
Homecoming week is one that will be remembered for many years by those who chose
to participate.
RACHEL DRESSIER,







ITT7 HOMECOMING COORT (L TO R):
HANNAH MACY, 5ETH HlMES, LAUREE
ARNOLP, 5C0TTWm, CASEY WAITS,
MIKE 5M0LK0, 5HANA PORN,
KYLE CHOWNlNG, AMY GAOLT,
EZRA RICE ANP KRISTI BARNES.
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DECORATIONS ARE NOT JOST FOR THE
TREE AS STUPENTS GET THEIR FACES
PAlNTEP ATTHE CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION.
SARAH ANPERSON GETS A TWIRL
FROM PARTNER BEN FRANKAMP AT
THE SOCK HOP.
IVITH A GREAT AMOUNT OF ENTHUSIASM. A
GROUP OF SOPHOMORE GIRLS S|NG AT THE
KARAOKE COFFEE HOUSE.
BECKY BAILEY ANP MlCAH PRITCHARP IMPRESS
THE CROWP WITH THEIR PANQNG SKILLS AT THE
ASC SPONSOREP SOCK MOP.
24
hile the cold, harsh weather may have kept students indoors, it
certainly did not deter them from having a good time and making
memories. With the activities committee working at full force to
keep the winter dullness from driving students off campus, the George Fox
community enjoyed dances, karaoke nights and the Christmas Celebration to its
fullness.
"The sock hop reminds me of good times if you know what I mean,"
commented Dan Pitchford.
The Christmas Celebration was an extravaganza ofpeople and activities
meant to provide a break in the heavy load that accompanies the end of the semester.
Groups such as Dayspring, Crosslight, the Players, and the Handbell
choir entertained crowds of students and faculty with the sights and sounds of
Christmas. Of course, many showed up for the traditional Christmas goodies
that were provided.
Hidden talents were revealed at the karaoke coffee house held in
Marriott. Students tried their hand at serenading while sipping hot mochas and
lattes provided by the Coffee Cottage.
VOLUNTEERING THEIR TIME IN THE kXTCHEN, KAREN BATES-5WTH ANP HER FRlENP
MICHAEL HAMPTON, CUN PYNCHON, ENJOY THE SINGING ANP FELLOWSHIP
ANP VIVIAN MAUSER CLEAN UP AFTER PURlNG THE ALL NIGHT OF PRAYER.
PINNER PURlNG THE RETREAT 5TUPENTS PLAYEP GAMES. ATE FREE FOOP














pring conjures up pictures of budding flowers, fluttering
butterflies, and new love. For the George Fox community, it also
brings up campus retreats, lip syncs, all night prayer, movie
nights and midnight breakfasts.
The Activities committee did a fine job providing quality entertainment for a
campus inflicted with Spring fever. Though the weather was not always
pleasant outside, the atmosphere inside our own campus was enjoyable.
Jeff Simons lead a large group of students to Camp Arawana where they spent
a fantastic March weekend playing, singing and eating with one another.
Any student looks forward to a movie break. An hour and a half dedicated to
SPRING
ACTIVITIES
escaping the monotony ofhomework. "That Thing You Do" was shown by the
activities committee during the spring months.
All-night Prayer was put on by the chaplain's committee. Students had the
opportunity to pray, sing and praise the Lord for an entire night. The activities
allowed students to fellowship with one another and learn from the Lord.
The lip sync, a favorite among students, was cancelled due to a lack of
participants. There were not enough acts to justify using the money and energy
to set it up, although some felt that more acts would have emerged if better






















mpowering leaders of integrity through experience" was the
theme of the first annual leadership conference at George Fox.
Sponsored by ASC student government, Elite '97 attracted
students from Oregon, Washington, and as far away as Indiana.
ASC vice-president Kelly Scrutton said, "Our goal was to provide
oppourtunities for college leaders to see leaders who are honorable, and to have
experiences they could learn from and take new ideas back to their campuses."
Those activities included a day on the challenge course at Tilikum, roundtable
discussions, and interactive workshops with business leaders.
But there was more than just teaching. "What started as a leadership training
EL !TE '97
CONFERENCE
opportunity turned into a real ministry opportunity for us," said Scrutton. "It
was exciting for outside students to see quality Christian leaders, and to
fellowship with each other."
Highlights for many included Senator Mark Hatfield's keynote address, the
bonfire and worship at the beach, and the Kry and Jennifer Knapp concerts.
"The organizing committee did a phenomenal job, I think maybe we learned
more than the participants did," said Scrutton.
JTE COMMITTEE:




























naugurating a new event into the GFU schedule, ASC Freshman
Representatives intriduced the Mr. Bruin pageant during the
week before finals. The pageant featured representatives from
each class who volunteered their time to compete in the event, with the purpose
of raising funds for Doernbecher Children's Hospital at OHSU.
The eleven male competitors rehearsed for weeks with the assistance of a
group of freshman volunteer coordinators. In the weeks before the pageant, the
contestants carried large jars around with them for donations to the hospital.
During the pageant, with the theme of"Top Gun," the contestants werejudged
in: a group dance routine; a hero/talent section; a casual attire showcase in which
the contestants were accompanied by young children; a formal wear showcase
in which the contestants escorted female friends in formal dresses; and a
question and answer section with the contestants mothers.
In the first annual Mr. Bruin pageant, junior Jory Smith walked away with the
title "Mr. Bruin," following a saxophone "duet" with Alex Walker and a visit
from his "mother," Travis Johnson. But, most importantly, over $4,000 was















gMftk immed lights cast shadows upon the floor. Laughter is heard over the
mJm soft, familiar music of old time dinner parties. Beautiful girls
dressed in their finery smile pleasantly at one another. Each element
played a role in making the Spring Formal a wonderful success.
The formal was held at the Portland ArtMuseum Ballroom and carried
the theme, "An Affair to Remember." Students enjoyed learning different
ballroom dances including the box step, rumba, and fox trot.

















looked great in their formals," stated Kristy Burns.
Prior to Christmas Break, a dance entitled "The Holiday Hoedown"
was held at Tilikum. Students dressed in their cowboy duds and spent an
exciting evening learning square and line dances. The atmosphere was more
relaxed but the entertainment and excitement were not.
"It was a good time. I laughed a lot. It was a good way to get away from
school for a while," reflected Rose Stoltenberg.
With the installment of the dance policy, students have enjoyed
learning, laughing and sharing in the activity. Students have been able to prove
that they can handle the questionable act in a mature manner.










MIKE SMOLKO AND JENNIFER 5AYLER
EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION FOR THE
SPEAKER AT THE SPRING \1V
CO\MAENCEMENT.
JENNIFER LOW AAOVES HER TASSLE
FROM THE RIGHT TO THE LEFT, A LONG-
STANPING COLLEGE GRAPOATlON TRAPlTlON.
34
<
rue success occurs by depending on God and not on a diploma.
-Donald North
The 414 graduates were given a reality check as they listened to
commencement speaker, Donald North, a consultant to non-profit agencies and
the recent chairman of the board of trustees at Western Evangelical Seminary.
North reminded students that although a degree is important in society it is not
a guarantee of financial success or happiness. God is the one true dispenser of
both.
This year's graduating class was the largest graduating class ever for
George Fox. This was partially due to the combining of the University's
UATION
CEREMONY
commencement activities with that ofthe Seminary ' s. Although this combination
was frowned upon by some graduates due to the lack of seating for family
members, the commencement was received well.
Graduation serves as a final meeting with colleagues and friends and
a spring board for future endeavors.
A Baccalaureate service was held prior to commencement in Bauman
Auditorium with Reverend James Martin, Pastor of Mt. Olivet Baptist Church,
as the featured speaker. Rev. Martin stated in his address to students, "Don't let

















YOUNG WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM FINISHES STRONG
Hopes were high for the George Fox
women's soccer team in the beginning
of the 1996 season. Headed by lone
senior Lisel Goertzen (NSCAA All-Far
West Region Second Team 1995) and
eleven returning players,
with a total of five
upperclassmen, the Lady
Bruins started off strong.
They exploded to a 3-0
record in their first
conference matches. As
the season wore on,
however, the team was
plagued with injuries for
the rest of the season. The
girls hung tough and most
played through their
injuries. However, by the
end ofthe season, the bench
only supported one healthy substitute
who was able to play. Their never-die-
spirit didn't leave them. In the final
1996 WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM
(front row, from left) Beth Kahut,
Debbie Ross, Penny Hansen, Sarah
Iversen, Kyla Yokers, Jenny Overstreet
(middle row) Sarah Bowder, Valerie
Cole, Beth Ehli, Staci Morris, Katrina
Crabb, Amy Donlan, Heidi
Hughes,(back row) Head Coach Byron
Shenk, Lisel Goertzen, Kayla
McKinstry.Megan Brownlee
, April
Sterhan, Kara Erickson, Christy Gross,
and Assistant Coach Nick Goertzen.
"Our challenge
with injuries







game against Linfield, they left their
mark, ending the season with a 5-1
win. The Bruins fared well overall,
finishing with an 8-12 record, of
which four losses were lost by one
goal, and two in overtime.
Sophomore forward
Katrina Crabb had an
outstanding season,
scoring 11 goals-one
away from the school
record, and Lisel






injuries leaves us room
for improvement next
year. We're a young team, and we'll




Sophomore Kyla Yokers fends off a defender
while controlling a long pass. Yokers, a returning
starter, gave the Bruins consistent, aggressive play
on offense.
MAKING THE STRETCH
Sophomore Katrina Crabb athletically controls





FAR POST SEND ME!!
Junior Staci Morris places a corner kick in toward Megan Brownlee streaks down the sideline as
the goal. Morris was one ofonly five upperclassmen Sarah Bowder controls the ball for a sending pass,
on the team. Brownlee and Bowder are two members of a solid
core of Sophomores returning for the future.
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Is a tradition
Men's Soccer gains hope, plays together
George Fox's men's soccer team
ended the season with a 1 1- 10- 1 record,
while being the runners-up in the
Northwest Conference. This was the
Bruin's tenth consecutive winning




senior Justin Rivard, "The
highlight ofthe season had
to have been the last game,
which was the culmination
of a long season with good
and bad times. We started
off without hope and then
started playing together in
the end and took the team
ranked fifth in the nation
to double overtime."
Leading this year's team was
Wade Fleming who was named player
"It's been a great
four years playing






of the year by his teammates and also
an NAIA honorable mention All-
American. He led the Bruins in
scoring with 13 goals and six assists.
Also honored on the All-Pacific
Region second team was
goalkeeper Curtis Selby,
who had eight shutouts







Johnson was named a
NAIA Ail-American
Scholar-Athlete as well.
The team also voted
Jonathan Williams as the most
improved player and John Suehisa as
the most valuable rookie player.
1996 MEN'S SOCCER TEAM
(front row, from left) Kris Sorensen, Andy
Harper, Travis Johnson, Christopher
Carbonell, Josh Turpen, Wade Fleming,
Ryan Gwaltney, Josh Cogar (middle row)
Assistant Coach Jeff Nelson, Curtis Selby,
John Suehisa, JeffWells,Tommy Kolodge,
Justin Rivard, Mike Moody, Assistant
Coach Tim Tsohantaridis, Head Coach
ManfredTschan (back row) Nathan Beget,
Jonathan Williams, Andy Ailes, Aaron
Elling, Chad Pohlman, Jared Pearson, Allen





LEADER OF THE PACK
Midfielder Wade Fleming uses his
excellent ball maneuvering skills and
tremendous coordination to break free from
a group of PLU players.
Chad Pohlman uses his head to pass the
ball to teammate Scott Gordan. Both
Pohlman and Gordan were defenders for
the Bruins this year.
PLAYING OFFENSE
Team captain, Josh Turpen, looks to set up
an attack from the midfield while defender
Tommy Kolodge and goalkeeper Curtis
Selby give him support in the backfield.
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1996 VOLLEYBALL TEAM
(front row, from left) Angie Powell, Jennie Rennie,
Rachel Evans, Beth Davis, Sharon Barnett, Janette
Monckton (middle row) Stacie Wilton, Dina Smith,
Kari Guyer, Cobi Van der Meer, Tristan Nicholas
(back row) Head Coach Steve Grant, Assistant
Coach Kari Cline, Amy Redenius, Michelle Harper,
Julie Puckett, and Assistant Coach Mike
McConaughey.
and intensity
VOLLEYBALLTEAM SHOWS HEARTAND EXCITEMENT
A young squad full of determination,
the Volleyball team suprise the George
Fox studentbody with their qualification
into the Northwest
Conference playoffs. The
team, comprised of only
two returning starters, and
without any seniors,
finished third in the
Northwest Conference.
"It was actually good
that there wasn't just one
leader on our team, it
meant that everyone had
to step up their game. We
had four or five leaders,"
said co-captain Janette
Monckton.
Halfway through the season the Lady
Bruins were struggling with finishing
out wins and building consistency. But










their intensity and their potential to
build a solid winning streak.
"This team always had heart. That's
what's so exciting about
playing with a young
team. People always
complimented our desire
and our intensity," said
Monckton.
The women lost in the
semi-finals just shy of
returning for a
championship game.
Setter Kari Guyer was
named to the GTE
Academic All-District
VIII team and freshman
outside hitter Sharon Barnett made
theNW Conference first team. Guyer
and outside hitter Michelle Harper
were awarded honorable mention All-
District.
DENIED
Sophomore Amy Redenius creates a wall and stuffs a
opponent. "Amy has great springs, she gets up for th
block really quickly," said Monckton.
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STRONG WORK
Freshman sensation Sharon Barnett starts the play
with a perfect pass. Barnett was named to the
NCIC first team all-conference.
Celebrating a point, the Lady Bruins come together
to encourage each other. "Regardless of the
outcome of the point, our team always came
together to build up for the next play," said setter
Kari Guyer.
DOOMSDAY DEFENSE
Extending over the net, freshman Beth Davis
intimidates an opponent while Jennie Rennie
gives coverage. Davis provided a presence in
the middle that disrupted Bruin opponents.
DIGGIN IN
Receiving a serve, Janette Monckton gets
low to make a pass while Rachel Evans
covers. The Lady Bruins success began
with their defense, led by specialists
Monckton, Evans and Cobi Van der Meer.
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ci reputation
Women's Cross Country looks ahead
The Lady Bruins fought hard to keep
their reputation as one ofthe top national
NAIA cross-country teams. However,
tough competition in the Northwest kept
them from their national meet eligibility.
"This was the first year in
eight years that we didn't
make it to nationals but it
was a building year and
I'm looking forward to








achieved a 34th place
ranking with arun of 1 8 :40,
four places behind her previous rank in
1993.
"My goal was to get All-American which
"The Pasco meet
was my favorite







is placing in the top 30 which I didmy
freshman year. Placing 34th this year
was disappointing. I ran a real tough
race and I gave my all throughout so






Barton and junior Juli
Morse were all recipients
of the NAIA Ail-
American Scholar-
Athlete honors. The
award was given to
athletes with a junior
standing, who had
finished a race under a
certain stated time
during the season and had a GPA of
3 .5 or higher.Athletes counted it as an
honor to receive it.
THE FUN BEGINS
Starting out the NCIC Championship race
in Salem as a team, the women's team




Determined to do their best, Heidi Haley leads
Leanna Evans and Lauren Turner during the early
minutes of the NCIC Championship race.
ROUGH TERRAIN
Fatigued but determined, AlishaMulkey continues
to keep pace with a Whitman competitor during
the NCIC championships in Salem.
; r,
POURING IT ON
Rounding the final turn, Angela Linder
gives every last ounce of effort down the
home stretch. Linder, a senior, was a solid
contributor throughout her four season
career.
^
1996 WOMEN'S CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
(front row, from left) April Bauer, Shannon St. Lawrence,
Juli Morse, Rebekah Ulmer, Alisha Mulkey, Jacquilan
Schmid,LeannaEvans,KarrieKiester(backrow) Melody
McCart, Angela Linder, Lauren Turner, Heidi Haley,
Heidi Bergman, Jarae Kauffman, Brooke Barton and
Head Coach Wes Cook
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stopped short
MEN'S X- COUNTRY PLACES FOURTH
The Men's Cross-Country team had
an impressive run toward a
spectacular finish. However, their
climb was stopped just short of an
NAIA national meet invitiation.
Needing a third place
finish at the Northwest
Conference to qualify
for the nationals, the
team finished a
disappointing fourth.
"It was little bit of a
disappointment but I
guess itwasn' t whatGod
had for us that day. We
were content with that,"
reflected seniorCurt
Rosen. Rosen was
looked up to by his teammates and
proved himself to be a great team
leader as well as a gifted athlete.
1996 MEN'S CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM
(front row, from left) Scott Oswald, Curt Rosen,
Jon Ulmer, David Dewar, Sean Beebe, Chris
MacLeod, Matt Schrock. (back row) Eric
Thompson, David Dixon, George Althaus,
Brandon Workman, Someone, Bryan Thompson,









Junior Matt Schrock stated, "It
was disappointing because we
really believed we could place.
Overall, however, it was a
successful year."
Sean Beebe was the
lone qualifier for the
national meet. Beebe




comprised of men of
character, strength,
and intelligence.
Along with Beebe, Jon
Ulmer and Dave
Dixon, all seniors,





Beginning to feel 'the pain of distance
running, Matt Schrock pushes himself
toward a distant finish line. "It was my
best race of the year. I was surprised
because it was one ofthe hardest courses to
run. I was happy to run in the time I did,"
reflects Schrock.
TOUGH COMPETITION
Staying close and keeping pace, Jon Ulmer
and Eli Lane compete with a large mass of




WOMEN S BASKETBALLTEAM REMAINS CONSISTANT
FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT
Surrounded by a wall of Pacific opponents, Becc
Harper retains control of the ball while she fights he
way through them.
Consistency is the name of the game
and if any team had shown continuous
determination and hardwork year after
year it would have to be
the women's basketball
team. The women
finished the season with a
15-10 record, the same
record as the previous
year. With four returning
starters the team continued
to strive for a chance at the
finals. The team achieved
a playoff position but lost
on the road during a semi-
final game.
Lead by Head Coach Scott
Rueck who was bestowed with the
position after spending two years as an
assistant, the women' s team again ended
the season with a third-place league
finish.
1997 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM
Front: Rachel Evans, Melissa Hueberger, Tonya
Miller, Cherish Carroll, Katie Johnson, Nancy
Rissmiller,KeelieKeown. Back: Assistant Coach
Kristy Fleming, Assistant Coach Liz Stephens,
Katie Greller, Michelle Harper, Angela Pettit,
Rachel Powell, Becci Harper, Selena Snider, Coach
Scott Rueck.





as a Christian and
as a leader."
—Rachel Powell
"I learned a lot this season that can
only be experienced when you're a
head coach," commented Rueck.
Angela Pettit proved to
be a great asset to the
team, leading the Lady
Bruins with an average
of 16.4 points a game.
She also shocked the
coaching staff and her
fellow teammates when
she shot for 35-points
against Lewis & Clark,
the second highest in
George Fox history.
The Lady Bruins were
not without public praise
and recognition. Pettit and teammate
Becci Harperearned first-team honors
in the NorthwestConference and wing
Nancy Rissmiller received honorable
mention for her contribution.
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ON THE MARK
With greatform and precision, Becci Harper shoots
from the free-throw line to score for the Lady
Bruins during a home game against Lewis and
Clark.
A CONSTANT BATTLE
Battling in the paint, Angela Pettit tries to free
herself from an aggressive Pacific opponent and
gain control of the ball.
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
Preparing for a competitivehome game against
Lewis and Clark, Katie Johnson practices her
jumpshot.
DEFENSE
Keelie Keown and Cherish Carroll actively




(front row, from left) Assistant Coach Aaron
Downs, James Homolka, David Swanson, Jon
Larson, Aaron Newkirk, Kyle Valentine, Andy
Rosen (back row) Austin Taylor, Shane Bentley,
Jared Gallop, Mike Faber, Ben Kroon, Luke
Ankeny, Tim Bueschel and Head Coach Mark
Vernon.
a foundation
MEN S BASKETBALL SHOWS PROMISE FOR FUTURE
The 1996-97 George Fox men's
basketball team was the youngest of
head coach Mark Vernon's tenure.
Starters included




Mike Faber and Luke
Ankeny. The Bruin's
overall record was 8 wins,
16 losses, with a league
record of 5 and 1 1 . Mike
Faber led the team in
points and rebounds,
averaging 16 and 7 per
game, and was rewarded
with an all-league team selection. Kyle
Valentine led the team in assists,
averaging 6 per game and was voted
Most Valuable by his teammates.
"...in the next
couple of years





Redshirt Jared Gallop said that this
year's team, "played above
themselves and were forced to
improve." He also felt,
"we have the potential to
be one of the top teams
in the league next year."
Kroon commented, "
This season was a lot of
fun and I really
appreciated the support
ofthe fans." And finally,
Coach Vernon reflected
upon the season by
stating, "It was a great
year. We built a strong
foundation, playing with
primarily freshman and sophomores,
and in the next couple of years we
should be a team to contend with."
DENIED!
6' 8" Mike Faber goes up for the big block, one of h




Wing Aaron Newkirk dribbles through the crowd
to get the two point lay up for his team. Newkirk
sat out the latter part of the season with a knee
injury.
PLAY MAKER
Point Guard Kyle Vanlentine dribbles down the
court to set up for the next play. Valentine was
given the team's Most Valuable Player award by
a vote of his teammates.
IT'S A BIRD... IT'S A PLANE... LUUUKE!!!
Wing Ben Kroon leaps from the free throw line Post Luke Ankeny shields the ball from his
to put the ball into the basket. Kroon impressed opponent as he looks to give a pass,
observers with his quick leaping and inside Ankeny' s consistent hustling style made
scoring abilities. him a fan favorite.
READY AND SET
With heavy anticipation and a determined eye,
infielder Angela Pascua crouches in a ready
position, anxiously waiting for the ball to come her
way. Pascua spent the season rotating between the
shortstop and third base position.
IF LOOKS COULD KILL
Intimidation and strength dominate the face of
pitcher Beth Davis as she hurls the softball at home
plate. With numerous pitchers on the team, the
Lady Bruins utilized each pitcher's strengths,
whether it was the curve, slider, or fast ball.
AS A TEAM
As sisters with a mission, the Lady Bruins get
together to discuss strategy, give constructive
criticism and pump each other up before returning
to battle it out on the field once again.
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with Intensity
SOFTBALL TEAM DISPLAYS DETERMINATION
Struggle but determination
dominated the women' s Softball team




season 13-11 in the
conference and 18-17
overall.
The women's team was
constructed using only
the players with the best
attitudes and love for the





winners. With a team this full of
individuals with such strong talent it
would seem that competition and
"Our team is like
a family. We
want people to get
along on the field




pride would interfere with the team's
ability to work together.
"We have depth in all the positions.
That creates a sense of
competition within the









herselfto be a leader, hitting
a team high .370, three
triples, and one home run.
Coby Van der Meer, a first baseman for
the team, led the Lady Bruins with 21
RBI, 10 doubles and one home run.
WAITING ON THE MOUND
DaraLarkin waits on the mound for the catcher
and batter to be read. Larkin was a returning
pitcher known for her spectacular ability at
down-ball pitches such as the curve and the
slider.
1997 SOFTBALL TEAM
Front: Christi Halverson, Mary Butts, DaraLaken,
Rachel Camp, Angela Halverson, Sarah Swanson,
Theresa Ramirez, Kori Vandagriff . Second: Sally
Butts, Sherilyn Gerig, Angela Pascua, Sharka
Vokel, Laura Arnold, Phoebe Linnell, Allison
Vaubel, Brenda Linnell, Erin Hatch. Back: Head
Coach Chris Gross, Assistant Coach Ellen Stevens,
Patricia Franklin, Beth Kellogg, Tracey Hyde,




(front row, from left) Ryan Shaefer,
Eric Beasley, Jason Schilperoort, Jake
Proffitt, Jason Wieg, Ben Hoffman,
John Suehisa, David Farrell, and
Sundar Cook, (second row) Troy
Schrenk, Shawn Foote, Craig Oliver,
Buster Ford, Chad Hollabaugh, Jason
Seibel, Will Clark, Ken Gilmore, and
Kess Romano, (third row) Alex
Dobson, Mike Shear, Rob Hoover,
Mark Tyler, Ryan Munoz, Lance
Gilmore, Nate Swan, Jeremy Green,
David Rasmussen.(back row)
Assistant Coach Billy Wark, Scott
Spurlock, Scott Box, Nate Barnett,
Matt Unis, Matt Saltmarsh, Travis
Tobin, Marcus Munoz, Assistant
Coach Geoff Loomis, Head Coach
Pat Bailey.
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and beyond
BASEBALL TEAM PLAYS ABOVE EXPECTATIONS
Unbelievable talent and amazing play
rocketed the men's baseball team to
champion status in the Northwest. The
men played remarkable
baseball finishing the
season with a 29- 14 record
and a 14 game win streak.
Head Coach Pat Bailey,
who in only his second
year as coach received the
Coach of the Year award,
commented, "Winning 14
consecutive games in
college baseball is really
hard. To finish 18-5 in the
league is a real
compliment to our
players."
The team was well rounded with an
impressive pitching rotation and great
versatility.









last year but we have more overall







named Player of the
Year. Barnett broke the
George Fox record of 5
1
RBI with 69, and holds
the team high batting
average of .470. Barnett
also tied three national
records.
Troy Schrenk, Ryan
Munoz and Lance Gilmore were also
named to the first team and honorable
mention awards were bestowed on
Mark Tyler, Buster Ford, Chad
Hollabaugh, and Jason Seibel.
BRING IT HOME
Attempting to score a run for the Bruins, Lane




Infielder Lance Gilmore waits for a throw by the
first baseman so that he can tag out a runner on
second during a game against Pacific at Colcord
Field.
HERE IT COMES
Pitcher Mike Shear winds up on the mound during
the fourth inning against Pacific. Shearwas thought
to have the best overall selection of pitches on the
team according to the coaching staff.
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
Infielder Matt Unis warms up his throwing
arm prior to the game. Unis battled for playing
time at the second and third base position and
proved himself an excellent hitter.
POWER AND STRENGTH
Using a keen eye and tremendous strength,
Chad Hollabaugh connects with the ball
during a home game at Colcord field.
Hollabaugh was one ofthe only left-handed
hitters in the Bruin line-up.
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1997 WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD
(front row, from left) Brooke Barton,
Rebekah Ulmer, Lauren Turner, Kristin
Oelrich, Valerie Vanlandingham,
Amanda Burrus, Sharon Barnett,
Heather Davis, Leanna Evans, Celeste
Beringer, Rima Butler, Juli Morse,
Melody McCart. (second row) Head
Coach Wes Cook, Katherine
Alexander, Jenny Bonnell, Amy
Redenius, Heidi Haley, Karen Baltz,
Karrie Kiester, Julie Puckett, Angela
Linder, Jennifer Christiansen, Stacy
Baugh, Becci Harper, Abigail
Vanlandingham. (third row) Assistant
Coach Scott Brown, Heather
Peterson,Erin Allen, Rose Cooney,
Ellen Friberg, Sharla Rhoades, Kara
Erickson, Jocelyn Kennedy, Nancy
Rissmiller, Rachel Powell, Angela
Powell, Keelie Keown, Coach John
Luccio, Coach Dave Guzman.
ofExcellence
women's track team sends ten to nationals
The return ofexceptional athletes to the
women's track team proved to be a




Americans from last year,
took that momentum and
used it to catapult them





competitive forces in their
individual events. They
along with Jennifer
Christiansen, Heidi Haley, Kristin
Oelrich, and Amy Redenius qualified
for the NAIA national meet.
Each athletes talent and drive pushed
others to strive for the same. During the










set a school record in the triple jump
with a distance of 36-1.5. Minutes
later teammate Jocelyn Kennedy
surpassed that record
with a jump of 36-5.75.
During the same meet
Sharon Barnett set a
freshman record in the
100-meter hurdles with
a time of 1 5 seconds and
Karen Baltz ran a
lifetime best.
At the NAIA national
meet the Lady Bruins
placed a highest ever
seventh place overall.
Rissmiller and Harper
both won their events. Sharon Barnett
suprised coaches with her record
14.68 seconds culminated time in the
100-meter hurdles. Pole vaulter
Jennifer Christiansen and the relay
team also scored for the team.
FLOAT LIKE A BUTTERFLY.
Heptathlete Karrie Kiester takes a flying leap in the
longjump. Kiester earned a trip to NAIA Nationals in
the 100m meters, the competition in which teammate
Sharon Barnett captured second place.
REPEAT CHAMP
Junior Nancy Rissmiller clears the high jump bar
in an early season meet at GFU. Rissmiller was
named an NAIA Female Athlete of the Year for
1 996 and repeated as NAIA National Champion in
the high jump.
PASS IT ON
Relay teammates Sharla Rhoades and Jocelyn
Kennedy prepare for a handoff. The 4x400 meter
relay team, Kristin Oelrich, Nancy Rissmiller,
Heidi Haley and Amy Redenius, placed fifth at the
NAIA National competition in Marietta, Georgia.
Freshman Angela Powell gets over the
highjump bar during a Colcord Field meet.
Powell earned a victory at the end of the
season Adidas Oregon Classic.
1997 MEN'S TRACK & FIELD
(fourth row, from left)Tyrone
Taylor, Nate Siegers, David Parker,
CurtRosen,RonBrown,J.J. Arthur,
Andrew Fodge,Daniel Bingham,
Brandon Workman, Andy Rosen,
Coach Dave Guzman, (fifth row)
Ian Strauss, Peter Carmack,
Matthew Reynolds, Eric
Thompson, Phil Autrey, Sean
Beebe, Ryan Chaney, George
Althaus, John Mantalas. (back row)
David Lovejoy, Keith Johnson,
Josh Howery, Scott Edinger, Luke
Ankeny, Andrew Stave, James
Haley, Brian Cox, Aaron Routon,
Chris Carbonell.
for the prize
MEN S TRACK TEAM GOES FULL SPEED AHEAD
Led by the National Championship
performance of senior Ryan Chaney,
the 1997 men's track and field team
raced to a twenty-second




prize in the 400 meters
with a GFU record and
one-second personal best
45.98 seconds, qualifying
him for the USA Track
and Field Championships
against opponents from
NCAA Division I schools.
Chaney beat the 400 meter
field by .98 seconds.
The 4x400-meter relay team also
earned points at the national meet,
placing fifth in a school record time of
"I was really
pleased... there







3:11.10. Bruins Peter Carmack,
Chaney, Jim Haley and David Parker







competed at the National
meetas part of the 20-
member GFU
delegation, the largest in
school history.
At the district meet in
Tacoma, David Parker
finished second in the
400 meter intermediate hurdles and
Andrew Stave placed second in the
triple jump.
HEAVE-HO
Thrower Andrew Fodge lets fly in the javeli
competition. The best finish for a Bruin thrower we




Sophomore David Parker clears the last hurdle on
his way to a victory in the 110 meter hurdles.
Parker earned his third NAIA All-America honors
at the national meet in the 4x400 meter relay.
OVER THE TOP
Senior George Althaus clears the large hurdle
during the 3,000 meter steeplechase. The
steeplechase is a demanding distance race which
includes several hurdles and a water hazard.
RUN LIKE THE WIND
Matthew Reynolds races down the back stretch
ofthe 4x 1 00 meterrelay during an early season
meet at Colcord Field. Due to many injuries,
the relay lineup varied throughout the season.
TURNIN' IT ON
Straining down the final 100 meters, Bruins John
Mantalas, Bryan Thompson and Phil Autrey give
everything they've got. The best finish for a Bruin
distance runner was Sean Beebe with a second
place finsih in the 10,000 meters at Regionals.
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INCOMING
Keeping her eye on the ball, Kaylee McComb
watches as her doubles teammate and sister, Rachel
McComb runs to meet the incoming ball during a
match at George Fox.
WATCH AND WAIT
While team co-captain Jenny Hamm serves the
ball, doubles teammate Amy Gault waits in
preparation for her opponent's returning shot.
Hamm and Gault were the Lady Bruin's Number
2 doubles team.
WE'RE READY
The team's number one doubles team, Shawna Hughe;
and Kailea Curtis, compete fiercely against their Linfielc
opponents. Hughes and Curtis advanced to the consolatior
doubles championship match at the Northwest Conference
Championships at Lewis & Clark.
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1997 WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM
(front row, from left) Rachel McComb, Kaylee
McComb, Wendy Mueller, Jane True, Shelley
Yonemura.(back row) Shawna Hughes, Amy
Gault, JenniferHamm, Coach Bonnie Elliott, Sarah
Johnson, Kim Johnson, Kailea Curtis.
b777777777«r
in themselves
WOMEN S TENNIS TEAM LEARNS, IMPROVES
TOUGH SHOT
arah Johnson reaches high to maximize
;r serve against a Puget Sound opponent,
ihnson had a great season, winning the
ajority of her matches before acquiring
1 injury.
Improving one position from last
year's finish, the women's tennis team
captured eighth place at the NCIC
Conference tournament.
The second year program
won four first round singles
matches and placed their
number one doubles team
in the consolation finals.
The number one doubles
team, senior Kailea Curtis
and sophomore Shawna
Hughes, won three straight
matches in the consolation
bracket before falling in a
wild, 3-hour 45-minute
final. Hughes, Kim
Johnson, Sarah Johnson and Amy
Gault all won their first round singles
matches.




toward the end of
the season, and




really brought us the experience and
instruction we needed. It was a lot of
fun learning and improving everyday
with this team, holding
each other accountable
as friends and as
teammates," said Kailea
Curtis. The highpoint
of the season for Curtis
was the team's first
conference win, a 4-3




They started to believe
in themselves toward the
end of the season, and they gelled as
a team. They weren't afraid of who
they played," said head coach Bonnie
Elliott.
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1997 MEN'S TENNIS TEAM
(front row, from left) Peter Bisenius, Rob
Cruz, Tim Gregory, Andrew Lindstrom,
Jacob Dobson, Rick Cruz.(back row) Ezra
Rice, Todd Hammans, Tim Fimbres, Luke
Lesh, Justin Ubel, Coach Mark Sendelback.
in the right direction
MEN S TENNIS TEAM SHOWS IMPROVEMENT
Improving from their 1996 finish, the
men's tennis team captured seventh
place at the NCIC Conference
Championships injust their
second year of
competition, up two places
from their first year.
The strongest showings
came in the doubles
competition, where all
three teams won at least
one match. The team of
junior Luke Lesh and
freshman Justin Ubel
advanced the farthest,
winning their first two
matches before falling to
the eventual tournament champions.
Rick Cruz and Todd Hammans won
their first round match, while Rob Cruz
"I think the
program is going







and Andy Lindstrom advanced to the
consolation quaterfinals.
In the singles competition, Rick
Cruz was the lone Bruin
to win in the
championship bracket,




Ubel advanced to the
consolation
quarterfinals.
"I'm really pleased, a
lot of people would
never have expected us
to be there. I think the
program is going to keep moving in
the right direction," said Head Coach
Mark Sendelback.
THE LONE SURVIVOR
Rick Cruz returns a shot at the net. Cruz played
the number two spot on the team and was the
only team member to win a singles
championship match at the Northwest
Conference Championships in Forest Grove.
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WHAT NEXT?
'ing to predict his opponents next move,
tin Ubel waits with anticipation for the
rrn. Ubel worked hard his first year on




(front row, from left) Carrie Sutton, Desiree
Somner, Maggie Outwater, Paula Williams, Katie
Groeneveld. (second row) Heather McBride,
Rebecca Bailey, Beth Kellogg, Tamara Spiess,
Brian Stuck, (back row) Joe Notter, Jacob Coleman,
Troy Roberts, Micah Pritchard, Jason Swans.
HOSTS
(front row, from left) Jennifer Low, Sherilyn
Swartwood, Ryan Dougherty, Natasha Jabusch,
Tiffany Currier, (back row) Noelle Villaruel, Jesse
Colvin, Michael Hampton, Brian Wilson.
(front row, from left) Amber Carroll, Tara
Herrmann, (second row) Amanda Boone, Carmen
Anderson, Laura Plunkett. (back row) Barbara




Mplexed by the call made during a men's basketball
tme, Micah Pritchard leaves his usual seat in the pep
ind to take a better look. The pep band kept the
owd energized with its upbeat tunes.
with Enthusiasm
Groups setthe stage for fun and excitement
Despite the fact that basketball games
at George Fox were usually well
attended, three groups of students
volunteered their time to




and Hostesses, and Pep





early in the year. The
cheerleaders helped keep
the home crowd excited
and the school spirit high by getting
everyone involved.
"I really like the way the cheerleaders
let people in the crowd lead cheers for
them," said junior David Wood. "And
it was cool for them to pass out signs for








The squad also provided support for
the Men's and Women's basketball
teams by making the
locker signs and
traveling to some of the
away games.
The Bruin Hosts and
Hostesses also helped
the school portray a







crowd control, as well as providing
refreshments for those at the press
tables. It was the role of the Hosts
and Hostesses to make the whole
experience of attending a GFU home
game confortable and relaxing.
GET FIRED UP
With precision and excitement, the cheerleading squad







Pete Morgan and Brian Forman





Sensing a breakaway, Aaron Newkirk steers the pi
towards his opponent's goal in a competitive game
floor hockey. Floor Hockey is a sport which evens out
skill level of players, allowing more to participate equa
of the Big Time
INTRAMURALS BALANCES FUN, COMPETITION
Athletics at GFU are certainly not
restricted to a small minority of the
population. Through ASC, the
Intramural staff prepares sports
competitions throughout the school year
that are open to everyone. Seaons are
scheduled, playoffs conducted, and
championships awarded in a wide
variety of sports and activities.
In the fall, football dominates
Saturday ' s on the track field. Interest in
football spread enough that a women's
league, complete with a championship,
was created. There is also 6-on-6 coed
volleyball, a tennis tournament, and a
winner-take-all round of golf.
Competition really heats up in winter
when 3-on-3, and later 5-on-5,
basketball begins. Over thirty teams
competed in the 5-on-5 basketball
league this past year, in two divisions.
Spring evenings are the busiest, as
indoor soccer and floor hockey
leagues fill the available gym hours.
The spring also saw Saturday
tournaments for 3-on-3 volleyball and
badminton.
The IM staff: Becci Harper,
Michelle Harper, Steve Strauss, Andy
Arthur and advisor Manfred Tschan,
were responsible for determining
interest, establishing rules and
guidelines, scheduling the leagues,
gym time, and awarding the
championships. Their hard work
made possible the hours of fun,
competition and time to unwind
enjoyed by the entire student body.
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PERFECT PASS
Nate White concentrates on his passing game
while teammate Michelle Harper looks on. Harper
was also a starter on the Lady Bruin's volleyball
team.
TOUGH D
Setting up in the half court, Bob Page checks
out the defense of Kenny Gillett in a 3-on-3
league game. Both basketball leagues were
well attended by players and spectators.
CONCENTRATION
Focusing on the task at hand, Kyle
Chowning and Cami Hurt prepare for the
imminent arrival of the volleyball during a
3-on-3 match.
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Members of the Crosslight Chapel Che
get their point across during a chapel ne
the end of the year. Several chape
throughout the year began with up-temr.
worship led by Crosslight.
TO
Jared Hinkle and his kazzoo lead the
Concert Choir into Bauman during the
Spring concert. Under the direction of
Derric Johnson, the Choir tried out
innovative new ways to make concerts
more light and fun, including throwing
objects out into the audience.
Singing the joys of Christmas, Crosslight
members display their talent and
enthusiasm for music during the Christmas
Celebration in Wheeler Gymnasium.
The concert choir performs at the Spring
concert, accompanied by classical guitarist
Senior Jon Rubesh. The concert choir
performed at several University functions
throughout the year, including chapel and
a Christmas dramatic production.
Chris Larsen lets loose on a solo during a
jazz band performance. Larsen was




Dave Reid and Lisa Voogd lead the
saxophone section during a Concert Band
performance. The band continued their
tradition of touring during Spring Break,
this year to several locations around the
Northwest.
Brian Stuck and Julie Cruce anchor the
woodwind section during the Spring
Concert in Bauman. Cruce and Stuck,
both seniors, were also section leaders for
their respective instruments.
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Senior Shawn Klinkner leads a
featured trombone trio, with
Professor Mauri Macy, during
the Spring Concert. This year
was the final one for many
valuable leaders ofthe Concert
Band, graduating seniors of
which Klinkner was one.
Junior Jacob Harris leads the
trumpet section of the Concert
Band. Harris, a three-yearmember
of the Concert Band, was featured
on several trumpet solos.
The GFUjazz band hits full volume
near the end ofthe Spring Concert.
Under the direction of Dr. Bob
Lauinger, thejazz band sponsored
several relaxedjazz deserts, giving
the community an opportunity to
hear a wide variety ofjazz music.
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Mother, Tonia Werner, informs
her maid Hannah, Rachel
Duncan and her daughters,
Meg, Rachel Dressier, Jo, Katie
Putignano, Beth, Elissa
Sartwell, and Amy, Shannon
Killeen that their father is
severely ill.
The youngest daughter, Amy
played by Shannon Killeen pouts
because she is not allowed to go to
the movie with the others. "Little
Women" provided a realistic
portrayal of family quarrels,
concerns, and experiences that
come upon a young person's life.
Personal assistants to Proteus and
Valentine, the two gentlemen of
Verona, Speed, Amy Dent, and
her dog Crab, along with Launce,
Elissa Sartwell, read over
interesting news. Speed and
Launce proved to be strong
comedic characters that kept the
crowd entertained with their
clownish antics.
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alentine, Jacob Smith romances Silvia,
aughter of the Emperor, Rachel Dressier
t a royal ball in "Two Gentleman of
'erona." Four graduating seniors, Smith,
jsse Cadd, Berkeley Shorthill, and
randon Thornburg used the play as their




Jo played by Katie Putignano comforts her
younger sister, Amy played by Shannon
Killeen after she fell through the ice.
Because of the emotional content of the
play, the cast in "Little Women" worked
hard at displaying real feelings familiar to
family problems.
After being banished from Milan,
Valentine, Jacob Smith and his servent,
Speed, Amy Dent, are held at gunpoint by
robbers Shane Pilo, Brian Herling, and
Marshall Pickens and try desperately to
get out of the situation during the Spring
production of"Two Gentlemen ofVerona."
Once Upon f\
attress
Sir Harry, Michael Hampton, sings a promise to find the Prince a princess for tr
Prince, so he can marry Lady Larken, Rebekah Crover, In a Little While. "As a
actor, I would say I was nervous about playing in this role. But working with sue
a professional actress made me comfortable," said Hampton.
Spring Musical
Princess Winnifred, Heather Dunkin,
franticly studies History so she can
pass the Queen's test in the morning.
"I was surprised to get this role," said
Dunkin. "It wasn't what I'm usually
type casted for; it was fun to let loose."
Josh Smith, Faith Garner, JeffAtkisson
and Angela Ward, Knights and Ladies-
in-Waiting announce in Opening For
a Princess to marry the Prince, so they
too can be married. "We had a lot of
freedom to do random things in the










every event in the
castle. King Sextimus









The eccentric, overprotective Queen,
Bethany Sonerholm warns her son-Prince
Dauntless, Joe Thouvenel, about the
institution of marriage. "I enjoyed using
nonverbal communication, like twiddling
my fingers," said Sonerholmd. The Queen
could be the queen without her hat, which
caused Sonerholm to "walk sideways
everywhere backstage!"
As the court looks on with anticipation, the
Wizard, Wade Neiwart, gives Princess #12,
Rebecca Bailey, the Queen's detailed
History question. "I got to use my
Chemistry major skills playing with the
dry ice," said Neiwart.
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The members of the 1996-97
Dayspring ensemble from left
Matthew Magee, Christy
Dillon, Thomas Payne, Tanya
Bingenheimer, John Galvin,
Bethany Sonerholm, Jeremy
Kramer, and Jill Meyers.
The ladies ofDayspring step to the
front of the stage during their
performance at the Christmas
Celebration. Dayspring not only
entertained GF students but also
toured the entire west coast visiting
such places as Seattle, Sacramento,
San Francisco, Fresno, and Los
Angeles.
Dayspring members enjoy
entertaining the George Fox
community during the Spring
Concert. In May, the group was
featured at Music Northwest, a
convergence of 450 ministers of
music in Bellevue, Washington.
This was the first year that
Dayspring attended the event.
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iaritone Matthew Magee shows real
motion while he sings a carol during the
Christmas Celebration. Along with carols,
)ayspring's repertoire included sacred
iusic, spirituals, and contemporary
elections.
Members ofDayspring enjoy the pleasures
of entertaining people through music.
Dayspring was led by director, Derric
Johnson, a visiting professor of music and
director of music ministries. Johnson has
published more than 2000 musical
arrangements.
Thomas Payne, the group's tenor, takes
time for a solo. A new comer to the George
Fox campus, Payne was one of two
freshman who auditioned and was selected
to sing in Dayspring.
Prayer is an important part of
University Players both on and
off the stage. In this sketch
Rachel, Rebekah, and Heidi are
asking God for a doll (and
thanking Him for such a cool
group of Players).
The University Players perform at
the President's Christmas
celebration as wind-up toys. Miller
Gymnasium was brought to life
during their performance.
University Players, 1996-97, are
(from left) Jeff Bailey, Rebekah
Crover, Joe Thouvenel, Rachel
Dressier, Wade Niewert, Heidi
Oester, Berkeley Shorthill, and
Karin Klinger. The group is led by
Mel Schroeder.
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disguise, the Players try to sneak off stage at the end of a






(Above) The Players gasp with amazement
at a off-stage announcement. The Players
performed a limited number of times on
campus.
(Middle Left) Wade Neiwert and Berkeley
Shorthill rev their engines and get ready to
ride in this classic Players sketch. Many of
the sketches are originals by current and
previous Players.
(Left) It seems like its all fun and games for
Rebecca Crover and the Players, but they
actually spend a significant time practicing




























































































































































































































































































































- Seniors In Action -
Bionic man Dave Dewar contorts his Berkeley Shortfall, Mike Smolko,
body under the bar during the limbo Nathan Cherrington and the Beaver
contest at the 70's dance. share the spotlight at the Holiday
Hoedown.
- Seniors Not Pictured -
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A yi op In Ppftitr\figtsiLi jrciiii Rphpccn W/iJl/irp
Jpnnifpr Chpnoi c-iiriij c i Ksiic-Hiz A nmn In vn yyi illnrvLlt Ufl J Lll LllillllU fllpyiyi PInil tKJlCtirl JT mill Stpiihpn ^Mphrlpv
\yivi vtiiiP CarinaV^lli loiillc- K^ili/lA \/f/itf \i oi\ ) In vtv/tvviIVlCllliicW JUSlf Urrl ri YI ST VI P 1 1 t'/lA 1Drian ruray Tulip W/pyupy
J ;'o/7 C ynlnviwini—iIjU KsUlUijlfilU P/yf/yy 1o vi v f> vi AUpyi PiffplIXlWZll l\l)JCl NntP WhitP
J ,nurn Dnnipl v<—dLll/vl IV lyiifHCtJ Tvu^j/ivhi fCn tr>± ijvtyistjill L\.ltlLS A yi oip P/u'/iiXflglC- IXUILL Sarah Widrip
Christv Dillon David KpJkhv David RnlJpr1—' l V IVI I V t/ 7 1 C- / Caleb Williams
Mlyn Dines Keelie Keown Robin Ross Jason Wolf
Juliet Dodds Hoon Kim Derek Roth Jason Yates
Paul Dodds Amie Kirkendall Heidi Rourke Harlene Youngberg
Karon Doerr Karin Klinger Jonathan Rubesh
One ofthe founding members ofthe
pep band, Brian Stuck adds his
































In the News. .
William Jefferson Clinton began his
second term in January 1997 as the 42nd
President of the United States. He placed
his left hand on a family Bible held by his
wife, Hillary, and took the 35-word oath
of office administered by Chief Justice




































































































































It was late in the third quarter
when Desmond Howard of
the Green Bay Packers re-
turned his first kick off for a
touchdown as a pro. And it
was a whopper - a 99 yard
return for the longest kickoff
return in Super Bowl history.
The Packers went on to beat
the New England Patriots 35-







































AR&B pop singer named Toni Braxton hit the charts
about three years ago and hasn't left. Her latest hit
album, "Secrets", blends her rich, smooth voice with
a versatility that continues to grow with each new hit.
"Secrets" has the firepower to carry Toni to the top.
100






































Months afterTWA Flight 800 exploded in mid-air in
the summer of 1996, investigators were still searching
for a cause. The Boeing 747 jumbo jet plunged in the
Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Long Island, New
York, just minutes after taking off from Kennedy
Airport for Paris. All 230 people on board were killed.
The theories ranged from a mechanical failure to a
bomb; from a exploded fuel tank to a missile.
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In the News. .
.
KM* ik* yu *
Peace in the Middle East re-
mained unstable as the school
year began. A crisis erupted
after Israel opened a new exit
in a tunnel alongside a pla-
teau, raising suspicions
among Muslims that the Is-
raeli were seeking to change
the delicate religious balance
in Jerusalem's Old City. The
incident proved to be the
breaking point in mounting
Palestinian frustrations with
the lack of movement in car-
rying out the peace accords.
Demonstrations followed
where nearly 100 people
were killed. Then emergency
meetings were arranged by
President Clinton in Wash-
ington between Benjamin




















































































The Stock Market surged to record highs as the school year began. It
was a continuation of one of the greatest bull markets in history. The
Dow Jones industrial average hit record highs in late September and
closed over 6,000 in October. The spark that kept the markets moving
upward was news that suggested that the economy was slowing down,























































































Olympic gold medal winner Michael Johnson has what track
coaches call speed endurance, the ability to carry top speed. He
proved he had endurance-plus. Johnson won an unprecedented
double win in the Summer Olympics in Atlanta. He won the 200
and 400-meter races. He was also the overwhelming favorite in
the relay, but a case of food poisoning weakened him and he













































The Macarena hit all the charts - from Latin to Pop - and enlivened
dance floors all over the world. The song was first released three years
ago and it became a big hit in Spain. Then someone had the bright idea
to market the song internationally. Numerous Macarena versions have
added variations to the basic moves of the dance, which requires a 360-
degree turn to be completed in four jumps to the right.
/ W 2W 3
4 V 5 V 6 V 7
1 06
*n the News...
Boris Yeltsin was re-elected President of Russia and pledged to con-
tinue the reforms he began five years ago. However, the 65-year old
president began immediately to show the signs of severe heart problems.
It was announced that he had at least two heart attacks in the past two











































































The New York Yankees brought a world
championship back to the Bronx by edg-
ing the defending champion Atlanta
Braves 3-2 in Game 6 of the World
Series. This was the first championship
for the Yankees since 1978, and their
23rd overall.









































































































































Alanis Morissette has talent
that seems to know no limit.
Her debut album, "Jagged
Little Pill," attracted consid-
erable attention thanks to the
hit single "You Oughta
Know," a fiery, graphic rant
at a former boyfriend.
Morissette delivers the
deeply personal lyrics with a
dramatic voice and a dynamic
rhythm. As one critic put it:
"She lashes out at her targets
with a fury that makes her








































Hong Kong was a British colony on the brink of great
change in 1997. Great Britain's lease on Hong Kong
was set to expire on July 1, 1997 and the Chinese were
poised to reclaim the island. After 100 years ofBritish
rule, British administration and jurisdiction over
Hong Kong ended and became a Special Administra-






































t the News. .
.
Shannon Lucid is a new record holder. The 53 year
old shuttle astronaut veteran set the women's record
for consecutive days in orbit - 188 - beating Russian
cosmonaut Elena Kondakova. She also amassed 223
days in orbit since 1995, making her America's most
experienced astronaut.
113
In the News. .
.
A deadly explosion disrupted
the Olympic Games. Just as
the Games were turning At-
lanta into a giddy metropolis
overflowing with tourists, a
black-powdered pipe bomb
packed with nails exploded in
the crowded Centennial
Olympic Park. One person
died instantly and another
died of a heart attack. More
than 100 people were injured
and, as the school year




















































































The Fugees hit the charts with their best-selling
album "The Score." One critic said, "The Fugees'
sound, style, and spirit, without question, go a long







































Bob Dole retired after 35 years in Congress to devote
himself full time to running for President. At the age
of 73, the former senator from Kansas would be the
oldest person elected to a firstterm as president. As his
running mate he chose Jack Kemp, an active Repub-
lican and former capinet member. Dole and Kemp
promised to give President Clinton a "run for his
money." They attacked the president's character and
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Three years ago Jewel was a fledgling singer-songwriter living on
carrots and peanut butter sandwiches. Now, the 22-year old performer
from Alaska is a smashing success. Her debut album of bittersweet folk
songs, "Pieces of You," went platinum. Jewel sings many of the songs
on the album in a crystalline voice while playing her acoustic guitar.
n the News..
Benjamin Netanyahu, the 47-year old leader of the Likud political
party, was elected Prime Minister of Israel. He declared that his
government would honor the existing agreements on peace and security
issues and would continue to negotiate toward a final peace agreement

















































































The seven members of the United States women's
gymnastic team won the unlikeliest of gold medals in
the unlikeliest of fashions. Team member Kerri
Strug made the clinching vault on a bad ankle and
became an Olympic heroine the instant she landed.




For the first time in its history, the
House of Representatives voted to
reprimand and fine its speaker for
bringing discredit on the House. The
House Ethics Committee ruled that
House Speaker Newt Gingrich was
involved in using tax-exempt foun-

































Abney, Rebecca 84 Bain, Jessica 97 Boeve, Kelly 98
Acneuerger, Anne yo Baird, Jennifer 97 Bogyo, Betty 34, 95
Aaams, jason yo Baker, Carmen 12, 97 Bohlander, Tricia 98
Aaams, iviarisa yo Baker, Patrick 97 Bonnell, Jenny 56, 98
Muamson, Anarea \£
t 10, yo Balan, Vitaly 97 Boone, Amanda 64, 98
aqoito, Laura o4 Baldwin, Hopo 97 Booye, Kelly 98
ATTeiai, Nicnoie yo Bale, Dan 84, 95 Bosch, Danielle 98
Aguiar, Heather 96 Baltz, Karon 56, 84 Bowder, Sarah 38, 98
AichGlG, Jaclyn 96 BarbGG, David 97 Bower, David 98
AislGS, DrGW 96 Barker, Matt 95 Bowie, Galena 98
Akiko, Maruyama 96 Barlow, Kelli 97 Bowie, Rachel 98
Al-bayegh, Hatim 96 Barnes, Kristi 23, 97 Bowler, David 98
AlGxandGr, KathGnnG 15, 56, 96 Barnes, Shaunah 97 Box, Angela 14, 98
Aileron, buzz 9b Barnes, Toby 97 Box, Scott 31 , 54, 98
Allen, Brandy 96 Bamett, Christine 97 Boyd, Gina 98
AllGn, Elizabeth 96 Barnett, Nathan 54, 97 Boyer, Ben 98
Alien, trin oo, yo Bamett, Sharon 42, 56, 97 Boyle, Emily 98
Aiinaus, Laeorge o*i, 40, oo, yo Baron, Kyle 97 Brackhan, Tasha 98
Alvis, Ryan 96 Baron, Liana 97 Braun, Jane 16, 84
AmrGin, LIDGrty lo, *iy, o4 Barrero, Elise 97 Brewer, Barbara 64, 98
Anueregg, tiissa no, o4 Barton, Brooke 44, 45, 56, 97 Brewer, Paul 98
AndGrson, Carmen 64, 96 Basso, Alexia 97 Broer, Angie 98
AnaGrson, jonn o4 Bates, Stephanie 97 Broker, Jennifer 9, 98
AnaGrson, r\aimeen o4 Bates-Smith, Karen 26 Brooker, Jeremie 85
AndGrson, Kelly 84 Bauer, April 45, 97 Brooks, Casey 98
AndGrson, Micholo 84 Baugh, Stacy 56, 97 Brophy, Mercy 85
Anaerson, oaran ^4, yo Bauman, Lisa 97 Brown, Alison 85
Anarews, onannKa yo Baysinger, Tamara 97 Brown, Anna 8, 26
AnKeny, oecKy io Beasley, Eric 54, 97 Brown, Holly 64, 98
A nl/cin\/ 1 iil/a CA CO OAMMKeny, LUKe ou, oo, yo Bechen, Brooke 97 Brown, Melanie 98
A /~v Anril 7 QCAnson, April /, yo Beck, Lindsey 97 Brown, Ron 58, 98
Anxnony, t\aren yo Becker, Kristen 97 Brown, Stephen 95
A nthnn\/ Trim QCmi linui ly, ium yo Beebe, Sean 46, 58, 84 Brownlee, Megan 38, 98
nldoaWd, IVIayUrni yo Beebe, Shawn 97 bruoaKer, Jen yo
A rico lowAAlloo, JUy C70 Beget, Nathan 97 Bryant, Christina 98
/Armstrong, neuecca o, yo Bellamy, Dirk 95 Bryce, Uhnsta 98
Armstrong, i raci o4 Bellamy, Jeanne 97 Budelman, Matthew 95
ArnAlrl 1 ai iron OO OO CO QylArnoia, Let u res do, oc, oo, 04 Bellamy, Rachel 97 Budelman, Tim 95
Arthur, Andrew 13, 96 Bennett, Michelle 97 Buechsel, Tim 50, 98
Arthur, Jonathan 7, 58, 96 Bentley, Shane 50, 97 Bullock, Allen 98
Atkisson, Jeffery 76, 96 Bergerson, Angela 97 Bultema, Kara 98
Austin, Becky 96 Bergman, Heidi 45, 97 Bunfill, April 98
Austin, Sarah 96 Beringer, Celeste 56, 84 Bunfill, Becky 98
Autroy, Philip 58, 96 Bertalotto, Lisa 97 Burns, Kristy 32, 98
Ayaz, Zahod 96 Beutler, Elisha 97 Burnett, Jeremy 95
AytGS, Melanie 97 Bingenheimer, Tanya 78, 95 Burrus, Amanda 56, 95
B
Bingham, Daniel 58, 97 Burton, Tami 98
Dibenius, rexer od, y/ Ri itlor Rima R£ QADUlltM, millet JO, C70
Bittner, Micheal 97 Butters, Amie 98
Baarspul, Bon 97 Black, Kerry 98 Butts, Mary 53
Babcock, Christine 16, 97 Black, Sarah 98 Butts, Sally 53, 98
Baer, Amy 15, 97 Blackwell, Cathleen 98 Buuck, Deanna 95
Bahk, Edward 97 Blackwell, Sharlee 98 Bye, Matthew 85
Bailey, Jeff 18, 23, 80, 97 Bliss, Amber 8, 98 Byrd, Kristen 98
Bailey, Larry 95 Bock, Jill 98
Bailey, Rebecca 24, 64, 77, 97 Boddy, Roger 98
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divert, Sean 8, 99
lamarillo, Tennille 23, 99
lammack, Marie 95









armack, Peter 58, 99
arroll, Amber 64, 99







haney, Neil 29, 99












howning, Kyle 11, 23, 27, 67,85
hristensen, Daeh 99
hristensen, Daniel 99














)gar, Josh 1 00
)lantino, Kim 100
)le, Valerie 38, 100
)leman, Jacob 64, 85
Collins, Adam 100
Colosimo, Lisa 95
Colvin, Jesse 64, 100
Commins, Tim 8








Cook, Sundar 19, 54, 100
Cook, Wes 45, 46
Cooley, Mariah 100
Coon, Jason 100
Cooney, Nathan 1 00
Cooney, Rose 56, 100
Cordsen, Jennifer 100
Cossell, Don 8
Cox, Brian 58, 100
Coy, Jessica 85







Cross, Matt 17, 26, 100
Crover, Rebekah 76, 80, 100
Crown, Joe 100
Cruce, Julie 21, 72, 78,85
Cruz, Rick 62, 101
Cruz, Rob 62, 101
Culver, Caleb 85
Currier, Tiffany 64, 101















Dent, Amy 74, 101
Depew, Aaron 101
Dewar, David 46, 86
DeYoung, Janet 101
Dillon, Christy 78, 95
Dines, Allyn 95
Dingfield, Jody 101
Dirks, Ryan 6, 101
Dixon, Dave 46, 86
Doakes, Valerie 8
Dobson, Alex 54, 101
Dobson, Jacob 15,62, 101
Dodds, Juliet 95
Dodds, Paul 95
Doerr, Aaron 34, 95
Dohren, Tony 101
Donlan.Amy 38, 101
Dorn, Shana 23, 86
Dougherty, Heidi 86












Duncan, Rachel 9, 74, 101
Dundee, Shalan 101








Edinger, Scott 58, 102
Edmonds, Ryan 102
Egelston, Carley 6, 102
Eggleston, Paul 102
Ehli, Beth 38, 102
Elde, James 102




Erickson, Kara 38, 56, 102
Eshuis-Hoekema, Jenn 102
Esvelt, Jody 1 02
Evans, Jeff 1 02
Evans, Leanna 30, 45, 56, <
Evans, Rachel 42, 48, 102
F
Faber, Mike 50, 102
Farrell, David 54, 102
Fast, Kristin 102
Fast, Nate 102
Fast, Ryan 14, 102
Feaver, Aaron 102 Gillett, Kenny 8, 21, 66, 103 Hansen, Andrew 104
Ferguson, Pam 102 Gilmore, Ken 54, 103 Hansen, Penny 38, 104
Fernandez, Alexis 86 Gilmore, Lance 54, 103 Hansen, Tim 1 04
Fieldhouse, Rick 102 Girad, Heidi 103 Hanson, Alicia 104
Fimbres, Tim 62, 102 Glanzman, Bethany 103 Hanson, Matthew 104
Finlay, Arika 7, 102 Glover, Laura 103 Hardin, Michael 104
Finnecy, Darren 29, 102 Gobell, Joetta 87, 103 Hardley, Trevor 1 04
Fiore, Angela 102 Godel, Kari 13, 103 Harper, Andrew 7, 104
Fisher, Karah 14, 102 Goertzen, Lisel 38, 95 Harper, Becci 48, 56, 104
Fitch, Trisia 102 Goodfellow, Tim 11, 16, 87 Harper, Michelle 42, 48, 67, 104
Fleming, Charity 102 Goodin, Holly 103 Harris, Caleb 104
Fleming, Wade 41, 102 Gordan, Scott 41 Harris, Jacob 73,79, 104
Fodge, Andrew 58, 1 02 Gordon, Molly 87 Harris, Maria 105
Folk, Margo 8, 103 Gordon, Scott 103 Harris, Michelle 87
Foltz, Lisa 1 03 Gowens, Carrie 103 Harritt, Marysol 105
Foote, Shawn 54, 86 Grams, Jay 103 Harshman, Clinton 105
Ford, Liz 103 Grant, Bryan 103 Hartley, Mark 95
Ford, William 54, 86 Grant, Steve 42 Hartnello, Jaime 105
Forman, Brian 15, 66, 86 Gray, Nicole 103 Harvey, Daniel 105
Foster, Dan 13, 103 Greeley, Brian 104 Hatch, Erin 53, 105
Fourez, Molly 95 Green, Jeremy 54, 104 Hatfield, Mark 11
Fouts, Kara 103 Greenamyer, Vernon 95 Haug, Geoffrey 105
Fox, Carrie 86 Greer, Gretchen 104 Hauser, Melanie 105
Frankamp, Ben 24, 103 Gregory, Tim 14, 62, 104 Hauser, Vivian 1 6, 26
Franklin, Jennifer 103 Greller, Katie 48, 104 Hawkins, Jennifer 87
Franklin, Patricia 53, 103 Gressett, Erica 104 Hayes, Holly 105
Frazee, Lori 95 Gressett, Nicole 87 Hays, Beth 105
Frazier, Jamey 103 Grimes, Kimberly 104 Hays, Theresa 105
Frazier, Kevin 103 Grimm, Kyle 104 Heacock, Neil 105
Frazier, Stacy 103 Groeneveld, Elliot 95 Heckmann, Dena 95
French, Nicole 87 Groeneveld, Katie 64, 104 Hee Park, Sun 113
Friberq, Ellen 56 Gross, Christy 38, 104 Heimbegner, Ian 25, 105
Friesen, Josh 103 Gross, Marty 104 Heimboldt, Tim 105
Frinberg, Ellen 103 Gross, Nathan 104 Heinze, Brian 87, 105
Frisius, Mark 103 Grounds, Duke 104 Heinze, Jason 105
Frye, Chris 103 Grovey, Gail 95 Henry, Scott 95
Fuesser, Emily 103 Guerricagoitia, Carmen 28 Herling, Brian 75, 105
Fukuzaki, Keiko 103 Guimont, Dan 104 Hernandez, Daron 105
Gulley, Ron 104 Herrmann, Tara 64, 105G Gunther, Melinda 2 Hesselgrave, Brad 105
Guy, Jennifer 104 Heuberger, Melissa 105
Gallop, Jared 50, 103 Guyer, Kari 42, 104 Hevener, Kim 105
Galvin, Dan 103 Gwaltney, Ryan 41, 104 Hewitt, Tabitha 1 05
Galvin, John 78, 103 Heyworth, Sean 105
Garcia, Giselle 103 || Hieb, Adam 105
Gardner, Deanna 103 High, Christi 95
Gardner, Jason 95 Hafsess, Katie 104 Hiley, Deryk 105
Garner, Faith 76, 103 Haqar, Aaron 1 04 Hill, Brooke 105
Garrison, Larry 95 Haisch, Brian 104 Hill Christine 105
Garvin, Nathaniel 103 Haley, Heidi 45, 56, 87, 104 Hillman f^A^pv R7i iiiiiiidiij vjuocy KJ i
Gault, Amy 23, 60, 61, 103 Haley, James 58 Himes Seth 23 1051 III 1 1 'JO , v > \-J I 1 1 L—W , 1 \J\J
Geary, Heather 103 Haley, Jim 1 04 Hinkle, Jared 71, 105
Genobia-Miller, Jean 103 Hall, Tim 104 Hinman Christi 95
Gerick, Adrienne 103 Halverson, Angela 53, 104 Hitt, Shana 105
Gerig, Sherilyn 53, 103 Halverson, Christi 53, 1 04 Hoang, Truong 87
Getsinger, Jenny 103 Ham, Malinda 104 Hobbs, Emily 105
Gettman, Connie 103 Hamilton, Amber 104 Hodgdon, Leslie 87
Geurin, Glen 103 Hamm, Jennifer 61, 87 Hodgson, Jared 105
Gilder, Cammy 103 Hammans, Todd 62, 104 Hoffman, Ben 54, 105
Gillespie, Jeffrey 95 Hampton, Michael 26, 64, 76, 104 Hoffman, Tim 105
Gillett, Kariann 21, 31, 103 Hanna, Cheryl 87 Hogan, Cari 105
lollabaugh, Chad 54, 105
lolleman, Kristi 105
lomolka, James 50, 95
lood, Nicole 105
loover, Rob 54, 95
lopper, Brooke 1 05
lorner, Sabrina 105
lorner, Stephanie 105
lorrocks, Toni 6, 64, 106
losler, Alyson 1 06
lossler, Aimee 14, 106
louser, Heidi 106
louser, Vivian 106
toward, Cindy 1 06





Hueberger, Melissa 48, 52
Hughes, Heidi 38, 106






Hurt, Cami 8, 67, 106









rish, Kelly 13, 106
rvine, Carrie 95
versen, Sarah 8, 38, 106
vie, Desiree 106
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Johnson, Keith 58, 107












Kahut, Beth 38, 107
Kalms, Rachel 107
Kamilos, Peter 107








Kelleghan, Jason 2, 6, 107, 130
Keller, Zack 107
Kellogg, Beth 5 3, 64, 107
Kelsay, David 95
Kennedy, Jocelyn 56, 1 07
Kennemer, William 107
Keown, Kasye 7, 107
Keown, Keelie 48, 56, 95
Kessler, Kirsten 107
Kierulff.Amy 34, 88
Kiester, Karrie 45, 56, 107














Klinger, Karin 29, 30, 80, 95








Kolodge, Tommy 41, 108
Kramer, Jeremy 78, 108
Kraxberger, Adam 108
Kremer, Jason 108
Krettler, Norma 1 08
















Lacy, Matthew 1 08
Lakin, Dara 53, 108
Lambert, Seth 108
Land, Cara 108




Lapour, Ryan 7, 108
Lappi, Annette 6, 108
Larsen, Chris 72, 78, 108
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George Fox
ur record is complete. Our year has been given its permaner
place in history through pictures and written accounts.
It was different than those years previous, and unique froi
those years yet to come.
It is a basis for future decisions, for future developments. Lessons can t
learned from it, and adaptations made.
It is the hope of the yearbook staff that our efforts at capturing the spirit (
this campus and the story of this year are helpful to you. Maybe not toda;
but certainly at that time in the future when fashions have passed you by, yo\
bedtime has become earlier, and memories once pushed into the corners <
your mind can be renewed, and your spirit refreshed. At that time, we hoj
you have remained in fellowship with the Lord and that your experience
George Fox was constructive in maintaining that commitment.
Only two pieces of advice:
1 . ) Yearbooks are made to collect dust: keep this record at hand for wto
you need the refreshment of younger days.
2. ) "Commit to the Lord whatever you do, and your plans will succeed,
his heart a man plans his course, but the Lord determines his steps."




Another year with just another yearbook to throw on the pile, right? No, not for me. This book, while
neither flashy nor perfect, is a sincere effort to capture the essence of this campus and the driving force
behind the name George Fox University: THE PEOPLE. Specifically the students, many of whom ]
consider friends. Had I gone to a school with a better academic reputation or a bigger name, I could noi
have met and cultivated relationships with better people than I have here. For that I thank this community
Yearbook to me is a one-of-a-kind combination of history, journalism, and personal service. For the
opportunity to serve you, record your lives, and gain experience in two personally fascinating fields, ]
thank you.
There are plenty of specific people to thank:
To my Assistant Editor Corrie Chasteen, your dedication to this project is unmatched. Thanks foi
shouldering the load during May and June and for keeping me focused during the rest of the year. Thank!
for being willing to work aroundmy schedule, for as long as was necessary to get thejob done. Good lucl
next year.
To the rest of the yearbook staff, thanks for your efforts, especially collecting the info and pictures, no
really the glory part ofjournalism. Joe Thouvenel, Amber Nice, Michelle Migneault, Amber Lindsey anc
Kim Johnson.
To our Herff Jones representative, Annette Johnson, thanks for answering our questions, giving exactly
the right advice, and being willing to help with anything, especially mugs pages!
To my immediate supervisor and friend, Michael Slivkoff, thanks for giving me free reign in nrj
department, for listening to my complaints and for getting us new technology. You're the bomb.
To Andrea Adamson and her Darkroom staff, thanks for doing the dirty work and keeping us suppliee
with pictures, even once school was out for the summer.
To those ASC people who always griped at me for "slacking off (you know who you are Kelly, Scot
and Cary), this is the finished product I promised. And I didn't even have to stay up all night. :-) Enjoy
To everyone who sat down for "Dave will pick your brain" sessions about your activities, thank you
To Shaun McNay, thanks for listening and understanding my decisions and reasons.
To those people who taught me what I know about yearbook, thank you, your efforts came in realb
handy once I was one-on-one with a layout sheet and a deadline.
OK, that's enough writing, the academy would have cued the orchestra long before now. To anyone
missed, know that you are appreciated!
We are what we continually do. Excellence, then, is not an accident, but a habit.
God bless - Pave
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